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Europa Grade 2 

Insurance Cash Rating £17,500 (Jewellery £175,000) 

The Europa range of safes have been designed 
to meet the stringent requirements of European 
Safe testing as outlined in the LPS 1183: Issue 
4 and the EN1143-1: 2005, tested and certified 
by the LPCB.  It is suitable for larger 
commercial and domestic risks.  
 
The range is well designed, soundly engineered 
and manufactured under the control of ISO 
9001:2008, using the latest technology and production techniques.  
Barrier construction embodies innovative design combined with approved 
materials providing resistance in excess of the test criteria. The boltwork 
arrangement is 3-way moving with fixed 32mm rear dog bolts. 
 
Standard locking is supplied by a single 8-lever double-bitted keylock 
(certified to EN1300) with live and dual interconnecting passive 
relockers. Base fixing is standard. Fire tested to BS476 Part 20. 
 
This certification demonstrates our commitment to offering proven levels 
of security performance through one of the worlds leading security 
testing and approvals organisations; one that is is widely recognised by 
Insurers, Police, banks and retailers. 
 
Internal optional fittings include additional adjustable shelves, full-width 
lockable drawer units (one single drawer). 
 
 

LOCKING OPTIONS INCLUDE: Keyless combination; 
electronic combination, time locks, time delay locks 
or dual locking. 
 
 

Model External Dimensions Internal Dimensions Weight Volume 
  H (mm) W (mm) D (mm) H (mm) W (mm) D (mm) KG LTR 

EUR2-01 487 487 454 355 355 273 178 34 
EUR2-02 615 437 466 483 305 273 198 40 
EUR2-03 716 551 605 584 419 413 300 101 
EUR2-04 818 564 617 686 432 425 360 125 
EUR2-05 1021 640  712 889  508  520 508  234 
EUR2-06 1402 640 712 1270 508 520 605 335 
EUR2-07 1656 640 712 1524 508 520 735 402 

*Cash ratings are guide lines only.  Please check with your insurance company.**Please note that external depths do NOT include handle and hinges (please allow an extra 
65mm).  All weights and sizes are approximate and Dudley Safes Ltd reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Colour is flake grey unless otherwise 
specified. For dimensions of the safe with the door open, please visit www.dudleysafes.com/support.aspx 
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